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Radioactive 
 

Set Time Part  

0  START Crouched down with toes pointed and elbows down. 

1 

H 32cts 

0:00 V1 4 columns, 2 lines in windows:  ALL:  crouch down on 
knees (1-2), upper body roll, slap hands down and left 
leg out like a spider (3), switch legs hit G1 and G2 (5), 
3,4,7,8 (6), G5,10 (7), Hold (8) 

 0:03  Half coffee grinder to plank facing right (1-3), right foot 
between hands into runners lounge (4), roll up with back 
of hands wiping eyes facing right (5-6), snap forward in 
2nd with arms wrapped around body, left to shoulder, 
right to hip and look down left (7), hold (8) 

 0:06  Chaîné right (1-2) snap to face forward in relevé 2nd 
position with right hand palm up, arm straight out from 
shoulder and left hand behind head elbow out, slightly 
with upper body forward (3), hold (4), body roll back as 
you bring right arm in (5-6), snap to 2nd and fold over to 
hands on floor shoulder width apart (7), hold (8) 

 0:10  Dancers:  pick up flag and roll as you stand up (1-2), 
karate prep (3), toss (4), bring both arms up boxed (5-6), 
throw and hinge right knee (7), hold (8) 

Flags: bring hands up body to fully above head as you 
stand (1-6), catch flag flat to left (7), hold (8) 

2 

M 8cts 

0:14 V1b Flags:  Inverted flare to tuck (1-3), Hold (4), top stir to RS 
(5-7), Hold (8) 

Dancers:  Swim through with arms and body roll (1-2), 
clean (3), hold (4), scoop and out like my modern flower 
no finish with left hand (5-7), hold (8) 

3 

H 12cts 

0:17 8 Flags:  Inside out stir (1-3), Hold (4), magical arm roll 
over left arm to catch right, flag up, and left arm out to 
left up in blade palm in (5-7), open arms into cross (8) 
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Dancers:  dj spin bar arms with leg (7), open (8) 

  4 Flags:  Close arms and flag to left (1), to back RS (2), In 
the valley (3-4)… 

Dancers: together to left (1), stag maybe hit on 3? (2), 
down (3-4) 

4 

M 6cts 

0:20 6 Flags:  …in the valley (5-6), NOW MOVE!  flat to back 
(7), SA to front (8), Sweep CW (1-2)… 

Dancers: exchange (5-8), (1-2)… 

5 

M 6cts 

0:24 6 Flags:  …sweep CW (3), bottom stir (4-6), toss (7-8) 

Dancers:  …exchange (3-8) 

6 

H 32cts 

0:28 PC ALL Flags:  Catch traditional (1), Chaîné right (2-4), low 
flare with lean left and in (5-8) 

 0:31  G1:  Leg move: down (2), left (4), right (6), front (8) 

G2,10:  Hold 2, down (4), left (6), right (8) 

G4,5,8:  Hold 4, down (6), left (8) 

G3,7:  Hold 6, down (8) 

 0:35  G1:  Circle and catch flag down (1-4), toaster (5-8) 

G2,10:  front (2), circle and catch (3-6), toaster… (7-8) 

G4,5,8:  right (2), front (4), circle and catch (5-8) 

G3,7:  left (2), right (4), front (6), circle (7-8) 

 

 

0:38  G1:  Roll forward and crouch down (1-2), hold (3-6), 
Bring flag flat over head and behind head (7-8)  

G2,10:  …toaster (1-2), roll and crouch (3-4), hold (5-6), 
flat behind head (7-8) 

G4,5,8:  toaster (1-4), roll and crouch (5-6), flat behind 
head (7-8) 
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G7,10:  catch (1-2), toaster (3-6), flat behind head (7-8) 

7 

M 8cts 

0:42 C MOVE, hold (1-4), ½ end of violin to parallel prep (5-8) 

8 

H 8cts 

0:45  Helicopter around to parallel prep (1-4), Toss (5-8) 

9 

Flag H 
Rifles M 
8cts 

0:49  Flags:  Pique turn to left after catch and end cross step 
with right and bring down to slam (1-4), passé left to 
front and change direction of flag to scoop CCW up to 
grab cheater, left arm straight out left (5-6), cross step 
with left and tuck flag extension (7-8) 

Rifles: strip flag straight up and exchange (1-8) 

10 

M 8cts 

0:52  Flags:  turning flare end flag up in front (1-4), palm roll 
flag down (5), wind up toss flag up (6-7), down (8) 

Rifles:  pick up rifle tucked under right arm and move in 
direction of travel, but make sure you re facing straight 
left (stage right) by count 6, turning flare, tip down (7), 
up in back (8)… 

11 

H 16cts 

0:56 V2 Flags: Toss (1), catch flag down (5?), J tuck behind back 
and snap to 2nd with left hand behind head like 
beginning (6), G7 (7), G5,10,8 (8) 

Rifles: down in front (1), dropspin into toss prep (2-3), 
hold (4), double but catch at right port and snap to 
parallel first in relevé (5-7), hold (8) 

 0:59  Flags: Helicopter to RS (1-3), Hold (4) Back Row to RS 
with lean to right (5-7), Hold (8) 

Rifles: Step forward with right and switch left hand palm 
up for “Dirty” (1), do “Dirty” sweep (2), tilt (3), land 
crossed and turn over right shoulder (4-6), step out with 
left to left and “Swizzle” and come back in (7-8) 

12 

M 16cts 

1:03  Flags: Dropspins (1-8) *MAYBE dropspin with a hard 
stop down on 3, hold 4, then spin with hard stop on 7, 
hold 8. 
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Rifles: Push over to hit butt belly up (1), hold (2), back to 
flat (3), hold (4), Toaster over left shoulder yet moving 
right or forward (5-7), hold (8) 

 1:06  Flags:  2 of Double fast, down (1), left (2), inverted 
backscratch, flag up (3), down in front (4), last 2 double 
fast, up (5), not down but prep (6), Hold (7-8) 

Rifles:  Sweep to prep (1-3), hold (4), single (5-7), hold (8) 

13 

Flags M 
16cts 

Rifles H 

1:10 V2b Flags leave:  Toss fake out behind back, catch facing left 
and right in jazz passé (1-3), hold (4), Jazz to back with 
flag still open at the 45 (up/down?) (5-8) 

Rifles:  Helicopter pencil turn (1-4), twist release to butt 
(5-7), hold (8) 

 1:13  Flags: Jazz (1-4), turn around and strip flag (5-8) 

Rifles:  flip to butt (1-3), hold (4), circle to tip down and 
grab backhanded (5-7), hold (8) 

14 

M 16cts 

1:17  Flags: exchange continues (1-2), UP at stripped RS (3-4), 
Jazz 

Rifles:  Flip to tip down (1-3), hold (4), push tip forward 
and up (5), circle around to flat (6-7), hold (8) 

 1:20  Flags:  Back under row (1-4), DT left and open (5-8) 

Rifles:  turn over left shoulder at flat (1-3), Hold (4) 
Sweep to prep (5-7), hold (8) 

15 

H 16cts 

1:24 PC Swing:  Hourglass (1-4), curly cues in relevé and right 
passé (5-8) 

Rifle:  Toss double (1-3), Hold (4), Roll forward (5-7), 
Hold (8) 

 1:27  Swing: helicopter right flag over rifle partner to RS (1-4), 
Toaster/airplane to left (5-8) 

Rifle: Low chaîné to right under flags (1-3), Strap prep 
(4), spin/release (5-7), hold (8) 

16 1:31  Swing: double back scratch (1-3), hold (4), compass turn 
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Rifle M 
8cts 

Swing 
H 

on right to right at lower V (5-7), hold (8) 

Rifle: Turn over right shoulder and go behind partner to 
exchange (1-8) 

17 

M 8cts 

1:34  Swing: Double stir (1-4), again (5-8) 

Rifle: Move in with swings stripped at lower V 

18 

H 32 +1 

1:38 C ALL Swing:  Sweep right in front back to RS (1-4), 
airplane to right (5-8) 

 1:41  Hourglass (1-4), curly cues (5-8) 

 1:45  Windmill (1-8) * sweep right across feet and have right 
down and left up on 2, again on 5, then lower v on 8 

 1:48  Chaîné left (1-4), chasse (5-6), hourglass leap (7-8) 

 1:52  Cross step left and lean back (1) 

	  


